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Order-disorder or phase-separation transition: Analysis of the Au-Pd system
by the effective site energy model
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Using a many-body interatomic potential for the Au-Pd system, we determine a bulk phase diagram
which presents unexpected characteristics for a system with ordering tendency. Indeed, this system displays
a miscibility gap between pure Pd and AucPd1−c (with c ≈ 0.2) beyond the order/disorder critical temperature
of the AuPd3 compound. Enthalpic and entropic contributions of the permutation free energy are determined
via Monte Carlo simulations, in particular the vibrational entropy, which is in good agreement with direct
calculation. Finally, the effective site energy model, recently developed to describe the thermodynamical forces
driving the bulk phase diagram, is used to demonstrate that the miscibility gap in the Au-Pd system comes from
competition between elastic and chemical effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical predictions of bulk phase diagrams pave the
way for studies of more complex phase diagrams such as those
for alloy surfaces or nanoalloys. Up to now, the theoretical
studies have been mainly performed using ab initio calcula-
tions on a large number of ordered structures at different con-
centrations. In this framework, cluster expansion (CE) method
[1,2] allows one to extract two-body (or more) interactions
for each concentration and, subsequently, the phase diagram
is obtained via statistical physics methods such as cluster
variation method [3,4] and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.

In the systems with low misfit these approaches are power-
ful. However, when applied for systems with a large difference
in lattice parameter between the two constituents, they can
be less efficient and accurate. The atomic relaxations play an
important role. In such a case, the elastic effect (also called
“size effect”) is coupled to the chemical effect and can lead
to important variations of the CE interactions as a function
of the concentration. Moreover, these interactions deduced
from ordered structures can be misleading for disordered
structures. Finally, these methods are hardly transferable to
more complex crystallographic structures, such as surfaces or
nanoalloys, because interactions must be calculated between
all inequivalent sites and for all concentration profiles.

This paper reveals an alternative way to analyze phase
diagrams of systems with large lattice mismatch. Using in-
teratomic potentials derived from the tight-binding formalism
within the second moment approximation (SMA) of the den-
sity of states, we perform atomistic Monte Carlo simulations
with atomic displacements to get isotherms �μ(c), i.e., the
difference of chemical potentials between the two constituents
as a function of the concentration c considering the system
AcB1−c. Then we analyze the enthalpic and entropic as well
as configurational as vibrational components of �μ(c), which

constitute the permutation free enthalpy corresponding to the
permutation of an atom of type B into an atom of type A.
The most original part of this paper is the use of the ef-
fective site energy (ESE) formalism [5] to decompose the
permutation enthalpy into chemical and elastic contributions.
This analysis provides a better understanding of the interplay
between competing short-range order (SRO) and long-range
order interactions which can be at the origin of complex phase
diagrams. Such effects are also the topic of numerous studies
in the field of spin-crossover materials [6–15].

To illustrate this theoretical approach, we chose the Au-
Pd system, which has been often studied in particular for its
catalytic activity, notably in the CO oxidation [16]. However,
the knowledge of its bulk phase diagram remains under debate
(Fig. 1).

At high temperature, the Au-Pd alloy forms a solid solution
with the fcc structure on the whole range of concentration
[17]. At low temperature, the authors assumed the existence
of AuPd3 and Au3Pd ordered phases with the L12 structure
and the AuPd one with the L10 structure. Dashed lines in
Fig. 1 are purely speculative. These ordered phases have
not been observed in bulk alloys but on thin films grown
by metallic evaporation on NaCl or KCl monocrystals and
high-temperature annealing [18–21]. It can thus be suspected
that elastic effects have a significant role to play. On the other
hand, the differences in the hierarchy of the order/disorder
critical temperatures are rather astonishing: whereas the crit-
ical temperature of the L12 structure is equal to 870 ◦C for
AuPd3 and 850 ◦C for Au3Pd, that of the L10 structure is
only of the order of 100 ◦C. This contrasts strongly with
the fact that the critical temperature of the L10 phase is
usually slightly higher than those of the L12 phases. The very
existence of the L10 phase for the Au-Pd alloy is questioned
[19], this structure being unfavorable as compared to Au2Pd2
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FIG. 1. Experimental Au-Pd phase diagram (from Ref. [13]).
Dashed lines are purely speculative.

structure in ab initio calculations [22–24]. More recently, the
ordered phases of nanoparticles have been observed [25] but at
different temperatures than those of the bulk phases [25]. Low
critical temperatures have also been obtained by Monte Carlo
simulations using embedded atom method [26,27]. Thus Au-
Pd phase diagram remains controversial.

The approach we propose here will be particularly well
adapted to treat the coupling between a size effect (�r/r =
6%) and a weak chemical ordering effect, and will allow
us to elucidate the origin of a very astonishing topology of
the phase diagram: the Pd-rich side of the system displays
a miscibility gap which is unexpected for an alloy with an
ordering tendency.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the free
permutation and mixing enthalpy of the Au-Pd system are
characterized in the whole range of composition together with
an analysis of the different enthalpic and entropic contribu-
tions. Section III presents the site energy approach and the
analysis of the mixing and permutation enthalpies in terms
of elastic and chemical contributions. The phase diagram is
described and analyzed in Sec. IV, before the conclusion.

II. FREE PERMUTATION AND MIXING
ENTHALPY OF AucPd1−c

A. Methodology

MC simulations with atomic relaxations in the canonical
ensemble (see Appendix A) allow determining the equilib-
rium chemical potential difference �μ as a function of both
the concentration c of the alloy AcB1−c and the temperature.
Such a purely numerical method does not lead to analytical
equations, which makes it difficult to analyze the results.
To overcome this disadvantage and characterize the driving
forces piloting the bulk phase diagram of the AucPd1−c sys-
tem, we develop a scheme coupling analytical methods on
lattice approaches (mean field approximation for the Ising
model or effective site energy formalism) and Monte Carlo
simulations with atomic displacements.

The difference in equilibrium chemical potential �μ(c)
mentioned before corresponds to the free enthalpy bal-

ance during a permutation1 of one Pd atom into one
Au atom, which we call further the free permutation
enthalpy �G

perm
SMA(c). This quantity can be decomposed as

�G
perm
SMA = �H

perm
SMA − T �S

perm
SMA, where �H

perm
SMA and �S

perm
SMA

are the enthalpic and entropic balances during the permutation
of one Pd atom into one Au atom.

In standard mean field approximation (MFA), on a rigid
lattice, the isotherms are written as

�μMFA = �H
perm
RSS + kBT ln

c

1 − c
, (1)

where �H
perm
RSS represents the permutation enthalpy for a

random solid solution (RSS) and

�S
perm
RSS = −kB ln

c

1 − c
, (2)

its configurational permutation entropy. This relation de-
scribes the evolution of �μ as a function of c for a random
solid solution without taking into account any local ordering
or atomic vibrations. To get a full analysis of the Monte Carlo
simulations including atomic displacements, the relation (1)
has to be extended to other contributions:

�G
perm
SMA = �G

perm
RSS + �G

perm
SRO + �G

perm
vib , (3)

where the following hold.
(1) �G

perm
RSS is the permutation free enthalpy of a RSS.

(2) �G
perm
SRO is the permutation free enthalpy excess due

to SRO. Even above the critical order/disorder temperature,
characterized by the disappearance of the long-range order,
SRO remains, which modifies the permutation free enthalpy.
The higher the temperature, the less the site occupation is
correlated, and �G

perm
SRO tends to zero at very high temperature.

(3) �G
perm
vib is the vibrational permutation free enthalpy

due to the atomic displacements in the Monte Carlo simula-
tions.

Each of these free enthalpy contributions is the sum of one
enthalpic and one entropic term (�G = �H − T �S), except
for the vibrational permutation enthalpy, which is zero above
the Debye temperature (�H

perm
vib = 0):

�H
perm
SMA = �H

perm
RSS + �H

perm
SRO , (4a)

�S
perm
SMA = �S

perm
RSS + �S

perm
SRO + �S

perm
vib . (4b)

All these contributions will be extracted from the Monte
Carlo simulations within the semiempirical potentials as fol-
lows.

1. Determination of �Hperm
SMA and decomposition

The permutation enthalpy is directly determined from the
Monte Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble:

�H
perm
SMA (c) = 1

Nat

∂Etot
SMA(c)

∂c
, (5)

Nat being the total number of atoms in the simulation box
and Etot

SMA(c) being the energy of the simulation box for the

1It would be more accurate to use the term transmutation rather
than permutation to describe the nature of species changes by ex-
change with an external reservoir.
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composition c. �H
perm
RSS (c) comes from [Eq. (5)] applied to

Etot
RSS for a random solid solution. Then �H

perm
SRO is simply

deduced from Eq. (4a): �H
perm
SRO = �H

perm
SMA − �H

perm
RSS .

2. Determination of �Sperm
SMA and decomposition

The permutation entropy �S
perm
SMA is obtained from the

calculation of each of its components [Eq. (4b)]. �S
perm
RSS

is directly determined by the mean field expression (2).
�S

perm
SRO is calculated using the formula of pair probabilities

[28,29], given in Appendix B. Its expression depends on
the SRO parameter η which is determined from the Monte
Carlo simulations in the canonical ensemble. We used the
Warren-Cowley parameter [30] η = 1 − P BA/c where P BA

is the probability to find atoms of type A as first neighbors
of one B atom. Therefore, for a fully disordered alloy, there
is no correlation between A and B atoms and η = 0. For a
system with ordering tendency, η < 0, whereas for a system
with demixtion tendency η > 0. The last component is the
vibrational permutation entropy, which is directly obtained
from S tot

vib(c) (see Appendix A 4) by differentiating Eq. (A2)
with respect to the concentration [similarly to Eq. (5)].

It is worth noticing that for any permutation quantity
�Xperm (either enthalpic or entropic) it is possible to get
the equivalent mixing quantity �Xmixing via the following
equation:

�Xmixing(c) =
∫ c

0
�Xperm(u)du − c

∫ 1

0
�Xperm(u)du. (6)

B. Results

We present in this part the results concerning the permu-
tation free enthalpy of AucPd1−c in the whole range of con-
centration c as obtained by the Monte Carlo simulations and
its decomposition in terms of enthalpic, configurational, and
vibrational entropic contributions. Then we deduce the mixing
free enthalpy of the system with the same analysis, leading to
a nice characterization of the energetics and thermodynamics
of this system.

Figure 2 shows the �μ(c) isotherm coming from the
Monte Carlo simulations at T = 500 K. The isotherm is
monotonously increasing on the whole range of concentration.

FIG. 2. Evolution of �μ as a function of the concentration c at
T = 500 K from Monte Carlo SMA simulations.

FIG. 3. Evolution as a function of the concentration
c at T = 500 K of �H

perm
SMA (cyan), −T �S

perm
SRO (dashed

blue), −T �S
perm
vib (dashed green), �G̃

perm
SMA (black), and

�H
perm
SMA − T (�S

perm
SRO + �S

perm
vib ) (dashed black).

It represents the free permutation enthalpy that we decompose
in enthalpic and entropic contributions.

From the �μ(c) isotherm (Fig. 2), we extract the quan-
tity �G̃

perm
SMA(c), which we define as the permutation free

enthalpy, from which we subtract the disordered solid so-
lution entropy �G̃

perm
SMA(c) = �G

perm
SMA(c) + T �S

perm
RSS (c) with

�S
perm
RSS (c) given by Eq. (2).
Thereby, this quantity and the permutation enthalpy

�H
perm
SMA (c) differ only by the SRO and vibrational entropic

contributions. �H
perm
SMA is plotted in Fig. 3 together with the

SRO and vibrational entropies (−T �S
perm
SRO and −T �S

perm
vib ).

We can notice that �H
perm
SMA (c) is not monotonic whereas in

standard models (Ising models in mean field approximation)
we would expect a linear increasing variation for systems
with ordering tendency such as Au-Pd. We will see in the
following that this point has important consequences for the
phase diagram, and the origin of this nonmonotonic behavior
of �H

perm
SMA (c) will be understood thanks to the site energy

model developed in the next section.
We notice also in Fig. 3 that the entropic contributions are

weak (the SRO one is even negligible) and their variations
with concentration are also very weak. Therefore, the two
curves �H

perm
SMA (c) and �G̃

perm
SMA(c) are almost parallel.

Finally, the agreement between �G̃
perm
SMA(c) and its

reconstitution by �H
perm
SMA − T (�S

perm
SRO + �S

perm
vib ) is

remarkable, which proves the relevance of the analysis.
The related mixing quantities are plotted in Fig. 4 using

Eq. (6). As expected for a system with ordering tendency,
the mixing enthalpy is negative in the whole concentration
range. The SRO and vibrational entropic contributions are
positive but weak. As with the permutation free enthalpy,
the mixing free enthalpy is perfectly reconstituted with the
different components of the SRO and vibrational entropies.

III. DRIVING FORCES ANALYSIS USING
THE ESE MODEL

A. ESE model

The ESE model has been described previously for Au-
Ni and Ag-Cu systems [5]. It enables us to characterize
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FIG. 4. Evolution as a function of the concentration c

at T = 500 K of �H
mixing
SMA (cyan), −T �S

mixing
SRO (dashed blue),

−T �S
mixing
vib (dashed green), �G̃

mixing
SMA (black), and �H

mixing
SMA −

T (�S
mixing
SRO + �S

mixing
vib ) (dashed black).

the effective pair or triplet interactions taking into account
atomistic relaxations and their variations with the nominal
concentration. It requires an atomistic model to determine the
energy of each inequivalent site as a function of the local
and global concentration. We used the SMA model described
in Appendix A 1. The site energies E

p

X(c) (X = Au, Pd) are
calculated on a random solid solution of the alloy AucPd1−c

(see Appendix A 2) and depend on the chemical nature of the
atom at the considered site, on its local chemical environment
defined by p (number of first neighbors of Au type among
the 12 first neighbors in the fcc structure), and finally on the
concentration c. They are presented in Fig. 5 for different
values of the concentration of the random solid solution.
The cohesive energy of Pd [Fig. 5(b)] is obtained for c = 0
and p = 0, and corresponds to E0

Pd(0) = −4.98 eV, whereas
that of Au [Fig. 5(a)], for c = 1 and p = 12, corresponds
to E12

Au(1) = −4.24 eV. Gold being less cohesive than palla-
dium, the bigger the number p of first neighbors of Au type,

the less cohesive the site. For a given concentration, the energy
of one gold atom varies almost linearly with p, the curvature
being slightly positive [Fig. 5(a)]. For a given p, the gold atom
energy varies very slightly with the concentration [Fig. 5(a)].
Concerning Pd atoms, the energy variation with p is much
less than for Au (+ 0.2 eV for Pd as compared to + 0.5 eV for
Au) but the variation amplitude with concentration is larger,
mainly for the small values of p [Fig. 5(b)], and the curvature
is slightly negative, i.e., an opposite sign as compared to Au.

We applied the effective site energy model by using Monte
Carlo simulations on an effective rigid lattice to determine the
�μ(c) isotherms at different temperatures in the canonical
ensemble (see Appendix A 3). This difference of chemical po-
tential characterizes a new permutation free enthalpy for an ef-
fective rigid lattice �μ = �G

perm
ESE , although on a rigid lattice

these simulations take into account the elastic effects coming
from the dependence of the site energies on the concentration.
On the other hand, unlike Monte Carlo SMA simulations, they
do not take into account atomic vibrations. The difference
between the permutation free enthalpy with atomic relaxations
coming from the Monte Carlo SMA simulations and that
on the effective rigid lattice allows us to deduce the vibra-
tional contribution �S

perm
vib = −(�G

perm
SMA − �G

perm
ESE )/(kBT ).

This quantity, plotted in Fig. 6, is in good agreement with the
direct calculation of the vibrational entropy �S

perm
RSS (c) (see

Appendix A 4), which gives confidence in the effective site
energy model.

B. Decomposition of the mixing and the permutation enthalpies
within the ESE model

By using the effective site energy model we reveal in this
section the driving forces describing the bulk phase diagram.
For that purpose the permutation enthalpy is split in three
components, each of them related to three effects: cohesion,
size, and chemistry. Each of them is developed in terms of site
energies. The Hamiltonian of a random solid solution can be
written as a function of the site energies in a combinatorial

FIG. 5. Site energy of an atom X = Au, Pd as a function of the number p of Au neighbors, for different values of the concentration in
AucPd1−c alloy: I = Au (a) and Pd (b). The color scales between red (c = 0, Pd-pure system) and purple (c = 1, Au-pure system). The lines
are simply a guide for the eyes.
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FIG. 6. Evolution as a function of the nominal concentration
of −(�G

perm
SMA − �G

perm
RR )/T from Monte Carlo simulations (full

line) and of �S
perm
vib coming from direct calculations on random

solid solutions (dashed lines) with error bars corresponding to the
dispersion according to different RSS. All calculations are performed
at T = 500 K.

way [5]:

H (c) = Nat

Z∑
p=0

C
p

Zcp(1 − c)Z−p
[
cE

p

A(c) + (1 − c)Ep

B (c)
]
.

(7)

C
p

Z are the binomial coefficients, i.e., the number of ways that
p A neighbors can be chosen among Z neighbors disregard-
ing their order. For a given concentration, the site energies
calculated in the previous section can be expressed as a sum
of a linear term in p, the most important one according to the
Ising model, and a quadratic term in p:

E
p

X(c) = E0
X(c) + p

Z

[
EZ

X (c) − E0
X(c)

] + �X(c)p(Z − p).

(8)

In Fig. 7, we give a schematic representation of this de-
composition.

The linear Ising term corresponds to lattice pair interac-
tions (see Appendix C) with a noticeable specificity: these
interactions depend here on the nominal concentration via the
elastic effect [5].

The quadratic term represents the excess energy as com-
pared to pair interactions and can be considered as triplets
contribution (see Appendix C). The curvatures �X with X =
A or B depend also on c, because of elastic effects.

Hence, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (7) can be written as two
terms:

H (c) = HIsing(c) + Htriplets(c), (9)

where the Ising term is expressed as follows using Eqs. (7)
and (8):

HIsing(c)/Nat = E0
B (c) + [

EZ
A (c) − E0

B (c)
]
c

− c(1 − c)
{[

EZ
A (c) − E0

A(c)
]

− [
EZ

B (c) − E0
B (c)

]}
. (10a)

FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the E
p

X variations (in green)
as a function of p for a given concentration. The linear part (Ising
model) is represented by the dashed green line. The gap between E

p

X

and the Ising model for a given p corresponds to the complementary
quadratic term (dotted green lines).

We recognize the constant, linear, and quadratic terms of
the usual Ising Hamiltonian [see Eqs. (C3) and (C8)].

The triplets term is expressed as a function of the two
curvatures �A(c) and �B (c) (see Appendix C for more details):

Htriplets(c)/Nat = Z(Z−1)c(1 − c)[c �A(c) + (1 − c)�B (c)].
(10b)

We deduce from these expressions the mixing enthalpies of
the random solid solution written as �H

mixing
RSS (c) = H (c) −

[cEZ
A (1) + (1 − c)E0

B (0)] in terms of site energies and its
decomposition into three terms including size effect:

�H
mixing
RSS (c) = �H

mixing
Ising (c) + �H

mixing
triplets (c) + �H

mixing
Size (c),

(11)
where

�H
mixing
Ising (c) = −c(1 − c)

{[
EZ

A (c) − E0
A(c)

]
− [

EZ
B (c) − E0

B (c)
]}

, (12a)

�H
mixing
triplets (c) = Z(Z − 1)c(1 − c)[c �A(c)

+ (1 − c)�B (c)], (12b)

�H
mixing
Size (c) = c

[
EZ

A (c) − EZ
A (1)

]
+ (1 − c)

[
E0

B (c) − E0
B (0)

]
. (12c)

The terms EZ
A (c) − EZ

A (1) and E0
B (c) − E0

B (0) in
[Eq. (12c)] correspond, respectively, for sites occupied
by A or B atoms to the variation of site energies with the
nominal concentration [as compared to pure metals EZ

A (1)
and E0

B (0)] for the same local environment, i.e., for Z (= 12)
A neighbors for A atoms (a cluster of 13 A atoms inside a RSS
of concentration c) or for Z = 0 A atoms, which means 12 B
neighbors for a B atom (a cluster of 13 B atoms in the same
RSS). This dependence on concentration comes essentially
from elastic effects; therefore, we called it �H

mixing
Size (c).

Beside the size contribution, the Ising and triplets
terms represent the chemical contribution: �H

mixing
Chem (c) =

�H
mixing
Ising (c) + �H

mixing
triplets (c).
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FIG. 8. �H
perm
RSS evolution as a function of the concentration (in

black) and decomposition of the different contributions: �H
perm
Coh (in

blue), �H
perm
Size (in red), �H

perm
Chem (in green), �H

perm
Ising (dashed green),

and �H
perm
triplets (dotted green) with �H

perm
Chem = �H

perm
Ising + �H

perm
triplets.

To get the permutation enthalpy we derive either the
Hamiltonian or the mixing enthalpy:

�H
perm
RSS (c) = ∂H (c)

Nat∂c
= ∂�H

mixing
RSS (c)

∂c
+ [

EZ
A (1) − E0

B (0)
]
.

(13)

Additionally, we decompose the permutation enthalpy ac-
cording to the “three effects rule” into

�H
perm
RSS (c) = �H

perm
Coh (c) + �H

perm
Chem(c) + �H

perm
Size (c), (14)

where �H
perm
Coh (c), �H

perm
Chem(c), and �H

perm
Size (c) represent, re-

spectively, the cohesive, the chemical, and the size effects,
which are detailed in Appendix D.

C. Driving forces for the Au-Pd system

Figure 8 emphasizes the permutation enthalpy in RSS
and its reconstitution in terms of cohesive, chemical, and
elastic contributions. This distinguishes clearly the origin of

the chemical and elastic driving forces taking place in phase
diagrams [5].

We notice in Fig. 8 that �H
perm
RSS (c) has a nonmonotonic

character, similarly to �H
perm
SMA (c)(Fig. 3), whereas the classi-

cal model of solid solution provides a linear and increasing
evolution of �H

perm
RSS for a system with ordering tendency like

Au-Pd. While at low concentrations the slope of �H
perm
RSS (c) is

negative, it becomes positive for c � 0.2. In fact, as the gold
concentration increases, the permutation of a Pd atom into an
Au atom becomes easier and easier for the low concentrations
and more and more difficult for the high concentrations.
Within an Ising model, the slope of �H

perm
RSS (c) is linked to the

alloy interaction, which means the tendency to form homo- or
heteroatomic bonds [Eq. (C3a)]. Thus, without the decompo-
sition, we could have supposed that the Au-Pd alloy presents
a demixtion tendency for the Au-poor systems and ordering
tendency for the Au-rich systems. The driving forces analysis
developed within the effective site energy model shows that
the situation is different. The chemical contribution presents
an increasing monotonic evolution in the whole concentration
range, consistent with the tendency to form heteroatomic
pairs. It is worth noticing that the chemical effect is practically
fully due to effective pair interactions (�H

perm
Ising ), the slope of

the triplet term �H
perm
triplets being relatively negligible.

The origin of the negative slope of �H
perm
RSS as a function

of c for c < 0.2 is essentially due to the size effect. Indeed,
as we can see in Fig. 8, the slope of �H

perm
Size is negative in a

large concentration range, starting from pure Pd, and becomes
near to zero when c tends to 1. Elastic and chemical effects
are in competition, mainly in the low Au concentration range.
For 0 � c � 0.2 the slope of the size effect is predominant
and leads to a negative slope for �H

perm
RSS , whereas for c � 0.2

the slope of the chemical effect prevails, leading to a positive
slope for �H

perm
RSS .

IV. Au-Pd PHASE DIAGRAM (c ∈ [0, 0.25])

To analyze further the competition between elastic and
chemical effects, we detail the phase diagram of the system
AucPd1−c in the range c < 0.25. The canonical isotherm at

FIG. 9. c(�μ) isotherms within Monte Carlo SMA simulations in canonical ensemble at T = 100 K (a) and at 175 K (b). The insets
represent the isotherms in the concentration range [0, 0.3]. Red and green dots represent the solubility limits, respectively, due to elastic effect
and chemical effect.
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FIG. 10. Phase diagram for c ∈ [0, 0.3]. The colors recall the
predominant driving forces: chemical effect (green) and size effect
(red). I, biphase domain; II, L12 ordered domain.

100 K indicates the presence of an “S” loop up to c = 0.25,
followed by a plateau at c = 0.25 [Fig. 9(a)]. This plateau
characterizes the stability of the L12 phase. This phase is
expected for a positive first-neighbors effective pair interac-
tion. We also notice two others plateaus at concentrations
around 0.50 and 0.75 corresponding to the AuPd L10 and
Au3Pd L12 ordered phases. Here we are interested in the S
loop below c = 0.25 [insets in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)] and in
particular its surprisingly large amplitude which implies a
quite extended biphase domain in the phase diagram between
an almost Pd-pure solid solution and the ordered AuPd3 phase
via the equal areas rule. This contrasts strongly with the very
restricted coexistence domain predicted by the Ising model,
the solubility limit reaching almost 20% of Au in Pd. Even
more astonishing is the isotherm at 175 K [Fig. 9(b)]: the S
loop remains whereas the plateau at c = 0.25 has disappeared.
This implies that the critical temperature of the L12 phase
lies between 100 and 175 K. The persistence of the S loop
at 175 K, although the L12 phase is vanished, shows that the
phase coexistence and the equal areas rule have no relation
with the L12 ordered phase which is observed at very low
temperature.

The driving forces analysis explains this unexpected be-
havior. At c = 0.25, the order/disorder transition is mainly
driven by the chemical effect (predominance of the pair
interaction as compared to the triplets ones) and the critical
order/disorder temperature T

O/D
c value is around 160 K. On

the other hand, between c = 0 and c ≈ 0.25, the S loop is
due to the negative slope of the permutation enthalpy in
this concentration range and therefore to the size effect. The
“demixtion/disorder” transition temperature T

D/D
c has thus no

reason to be equal to the critical order/disorder temperature
T

O/D
c and it is necessary to reach T

D/D
c = 250 K to see the

disappearance of the S loop.
The bulk phase diagram for gold concentration lower than

30% and temperature between 0 and 300 K is illustrated in
Fig. 10. The diversity of the driving forces highlighted in this
paper explain why this phase diagram looks unusual.

Up to the critical temperature of the L12 phase (T O/D
c =

160 K), it is characterized by a very large biphase domain
(domain I in Fig. 10) of elastic origin almost pure in Pd

(c ≈ 0) and an ordered phase around 25% of gold, the limit
concentrations being almost athermal. The chemical effect
which controls the ordering of the AuPd3 compound allows
only a slight out-of-stoichiometry difference for the L12 or-
dered phase (domain II in Fig. 10).

Between the order/disorder temperature (160 K), con-
trolled by the chemical effect, and the demixtion/disorder
temperature (250 K), controlled by the elastic effect, the phase
coexistence, of elastic origin, takes place between a Pd-rich
solid solution (almost pure in Pd since c is only varying from 0
to 0.1 in this temperature range) and another solid solution the
concentration of which evolves from 0.25 to 0.1 by increasing
the temperature. Above T

D/D
c , the phase diagram displays

only a solid solution in the whole concentration range.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the interplay of chemical, size, or
vibrational driving forces underlies the complex effects on the
phase diagram. Accurate analysis is required to identify and
account for each contribution. Using original methodology,
we succeed in separating unambiguously the elastic compo-
nent from the chemical one using the permutation enthalpy, a
key quantity to characterize the phase diagrams, and also the
entropic component from the enthalpic one by considering the
permutation free enthalpy.

Applied to the Au-Pd alloy, this approach allows one to
understand the origin of a particular topology of the phase
diagram with a persistence of a biphased domain between two
solid solutions: a very Pd-rich one and another one, less rich
in Pd (10 to 25% of Au), above the critical order/disorder tem-
perature of the AuPd3 L12 ordered phase. We showed that the
phase coexistence is essentially due to elastic effects, whereas
the ordering of the AuPd3 phase has essentially a chemical
origin. This competition between elastic and chemical effects
is rather general and therefore should be observed in other
alloys, especially in alloys with a weak ordering tendency
(with low critical temperature) and with a large lattice misfit.
This biphase domain will appear on the side of the phase
diagram where the solute atoms are biggest, like in the Au-Pd
system. We hope that this paper will stimulate experimental
work at low temperatures for these alloys, if necessary using
irradiation to overcome kinetic blockages.

More generally, the present exhaustive approach consider-
ing the permutation enthalpy and its decomposition in chem-
ical, elastic, and cohesive components (this last one being
independent of c, it does not contribute to the bulk phase
diagram) opens many avenues in the field of phase diagrams.
Constantly increasing computing power gives access to many
other energetic models and consequently the site energies be-
come more accessible in more sophisticated energetic models,
beyond semiempirical potentials SMA, such as tight-binding
formalisms or ab initio methods. The question is still open for
ab initio calculations for which the site energies are not so
well defined.
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TABLE I. Parameters of the Au-Pd SMA potential.

I-J Ecoh (eV) a(Å) AIJ (eV) pIJ qIJ ξIJ (eV)

Pd-Pd − 4.98 3.85 0.14352 11.75280 2.87486 1.88570
Au-Au − 4.24 4.08 0.22043 10.71890 4.09805 1.97573
Au-Pd 0.21410 11.23585 3.48645 2.08060

APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL METHODS

1. SMA interatomic potentials

We use N-body interatomic potentials derived from the
SMA of the tight-binding scheme [31,32]. These potentials
have been shown to be quite successful to study bulk, surface,
and grain boundaries in metallic alloys [33–37]. We just recall
here that the potential energy at each site i is written as

Ei =
∑
j �=i

AIJ exp

[
−pIJ

(
rij

r0
IJ

− 1

)]

−
√√√√∑

j �=i

ξ 2
IJ exp

[
−2qIJ

(
rij

r0
IJ

− 1

)]
, (A1)

where rij is the distance between atoms at sites i and j , re-
spectively, occupied by the I and J chemical species (I, J =
Au, Pd), and r0

II is the first-neighbor distance in the metal
I (r0

IJ = (r0
II + r0

JJ )/2). The interactions in Eq. (A1) are
evaluated up to a distance rt . To avoid discontinuities in both
energy and force, the exponentials are connected to zero with
a fifth-order polynomial between rt and the cutoff distance
of the potential rc. Here, we choose rt = max(

√
2r0

II ,
√

2r0
JJ )

and rc = min(2r0
II , 2r0

JJ ). The three sets of the four param-
eters (AIJ , pIJ , qIJ , ξIJ ) listed in Table I are the same as
those of Ref. [38]. They have been fitted to the values of the
cohesive energies, lattice parameters, (001) and (111) surface
energies for pure metals, and mixing energies in the diluted
limits calculated using the density functional theory with the
local-density approximation for the exchange and correlation
functional [39,40].

2. Site energies

We use the SMA potentials described above to compute the
site energies E

p

I (c), i.e., the energies of atoms I (I = A, B),
as a function of the number p of A nearest neighbors in a
relaxed RSS of a AcB1−c binary alloy [5]. Note that only
the nearest-neighbor shell is considered here but the ESE
model can be extended to more distant shells of neighbors
if necessary. We use the FIRE algorithm [41] to minimize
the potential energy of the RSS until the temperature reaches
10−6 K. The simulation box is constructed with seven fcc
cubic cells in each direction (Nat = 1372 atoms) and three-
dimensional periodic boundary conditions. The volume of
the simulation box is optimized for each concentration c

by searching iteratively the minimum of the E-V curve, the
geometry of the simulation box being kept cubic. Then the
procedure can be described as follows.

(1) A site I is selected, and its chemical nature is fixed
(I = A, B).

(2) The local environment of I is constructed randomly
with p nearest neighbors being A atoms, the remaining 12−p

sites being filled with B atoms.
(3) The remaining Nat − 13 sites are filled randomly with

A and B atoms to reach the nominal concentration c.
For a given RSS, the E

p

I (c) are averaged over all the
existing configurations surrounding atoms of type I that cor-
respond with the local p environment in A atoms. Finally, the
procedure is repeated 100 times for each local p environment
to obtain good statistics over the E

p

I (c). The standard devia-
tion, which depends on the concentration and p values, is less
than 5 × 10−3 eV.

3. Numerical simulations

We proceed with two types of numerical simulations, one
to account only for temperature effect on structural relaxation
of the RSS binary alloy and the other one to account both for
temperature effect on structural relaxation and for repartition
of the constituents of a AcB1−c alloy.

The first one allows us to determine the total energy of a
RSS binary alloy Etot

RSS(c) at concentration c and temperature
T. Etot

RSS(c) is determined in the whole range of concentration
by MC simulations using a standard Metropolis algorithm
in which only random atomic displacements and variations
of the lattice parameter in the three directions are proposed.
The averages are evaluated over 1 × 105 MC macrosteps, a
MC macrostep corresponding to Nat moves of random atomic
displacement and one move of lattice-parameter variation. For
each couple (T , c), we calculate the total energy for the 100
RSS binary solutions used for the determination of the site
energies.

The second one allows us to determine the total energy of
the equilibrium state Etot

SMA(c) and the equilibrium chemical
potential difference �μ = μA − μB as a function of both
the concentration and the temperature by means of MC sim-
ulations with atomic relaxations in the canonical ensemble.
�μ(c) is obtained via the Widom method [42]. As previously,
a standard Metropolis algorithm is used and �μ is evaluated
over 1 × 105 MC macrosteps, here a macrostep being the
same as before plus Nat moves of exchange between het-
eroatomic pairs of atom.

4. Vibrational properties

To obtain the vibrational contribution to the permutation
entropy in harmonic approximation we use either the FIRE
algorithm or Monte Carlo simulations at low temperature
with only random atomic displacements and variations of the
lattice parameter. We compute the phonon density of states
(PDOS), n(ν), directly by diagonalization of the dynamical
matrix evaluated in the harmonic approximation [43]. The
vibrational entropy is then obtained from the PDOS by

S tot
vib = kB

∫ νmax

0

{
hν

2kBT
coth

(
hν

2kBT

)

− ln

[
2 sinh

(
hν

2kBT

)]}
n(ν)dν, (A2)

where h and kB are, respectively, Planck’s constant and Boltz-
mann’s constant.
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From the total energies Etot
RSS(c) or Etot

SMA(c), one can get
directly the mixing enthalpy:

�H
mixing
X (c) = {

Etot
X (c) − [

cEtot
X (1) + (1 − c)Etot

X (0)
]}

/Nat,

X = RSS, SMA, (A3a)

whereas the vibrational contribution of the mixing entropy is
deduced from S tot

vib:

�S
mixing
vib (c) = {

S tot
vib(c) − [

cS tot
vib(1) + (1 − c)S tot

vib(0)
]}

/Nat.

(A3b)

In the limit of high temperature, all the phonon modes are
excited and the above quantity is almost a constant for temper-
atures higher than the Debye temperature (T Au

D = 170 K and
T Pd

D = 275 K) and we choose its value at T = 600 K in this
work.

APPENDIX B: CONTRIBUTION TO LOCAL ORDER

The entropy linked to the local order can be expressed from
pair probabilities formalism [28,29]:

SSRO/Nat = −kBZ

(
−

∑
I=A,B

PI ln PI + 1

2

∑
I,J

PIJ ln PIJ

)
,

(B1)

With PA = c, PB = 1 − c, PAA = c2 + c(1 − c)η, PAB =
PBA = c(1 − c)(1 − η), and PBB = (1 − c)2 + c(1 − c)η,
where η is the Warren-Cowley parameter [30].

The permutation entropy linked to the local order, �S
perm
SRO ,

is obtained by the derivation of SSRO:

�S
perm
SRO = −kBZ

(
−

∑
I=A,B

PI
′lnPI + 1

2

∑
I,J

PIJ
′lnPIJ

)
,

(B2)

with PA
′ = 1, P

′
B = −1, PAA

′ = 2c + (1 − 2c)η +
c(1 − c) ∂η

∂c
, P

′
AB = P

′
BA = (1 − 2c)(1 − η) − c(1 − c) ∂η

∂c
,

and P
′
BB = −2(1 − c) + (1 − 2c)η + c(1 − c) ∂η

∂c
.

APPENDIX C: CONTRIBUTION OF THE TRIPLETS

In a rigid lattice formalism, the energy of the system can
be written as a sum of interactions between pairs, triplets, etc.
of atoms:

H = 1

2

∑
IJ

∑
n,m�=n

pI
np

J
mV IJ

nm + 1

6

∑
IJK

∑
l,n,m

pI
np

J
mpK

l V IJK
nml + ...,

(C1)

where pI
n represents the occupation factor of the site n: it

is equal to 1 if the site n is occupied by an atom of type I
(I = A, B) or zero if not; V IJ

nm (respectively, V IJK
lnm ) is the pair

(respectively, triplets) interaction energy between an atom of
type I on a site n and an atom of type J on a site m (I, J = A,
B) [respectively, and an atom of type K on a site l (I, J, K =
A, B)].

The mean-field approximation is fully justified to describe
a disordered solid solution, which leads to

〈H 〉 = 〈H 〉pairs + 〈H 〉triplets + . . . , (C2)

with

〈H 〉pairs/Nat = Z

2
[c2(VAA + VBB − VAB − VBA)

+ c(−2VBB + VAB + VBA) + VBB]

= Zc(VAA − VBB )/2 − Zc(1 − c)

× (VAA + VBB − VAB − VBA)/2 + ZVBB/2

(C3)

where (VAA + VBB − VAB − VBA)/2 is the alloy pair inter-
action V1, Z(VAA − VBB )/2 is the difference of cohesive
energies between A and B, and ZVBB/2 is the B-cohesive
energy:

〈H 〉triplets/Nat = Z(Z − 1)

2
{c3[(VAAA − VBBB )

+ 3(VBBA − VAAB )]

+ 3c2(VAAB + VBBB − 2VABB )

+ 3c (VABB − VBBB ) + VBBB}. (C4)

We recognize in Eq. (C3) the different terms of Eq. (13a).
We can easily show that 〈HN−plets〉 is a polynomial function
of order N in c.

Practically, the Ising model (pair model) is very often used.
However, we can wonder if it is necessary to take into account
the triplets, quadruplets, or more contributions. The matching
with the site energies allows us to answer this question.

The energy of a disordered solid solution as a function of
site energies is written as follows [5]:

H (c)/Nat =
Z∑

p=0

C
p

Zcp(1 − c)Z−p
[
cE

p

A(c) + (1 − c)Ep

B (c)
]
,

(C5)

where the site energies can be written as a sum of a linear
function of the number p of first neighbors atoms of A type
and a complementary term �E

p

X(c):

E
p

X(c) = E0
X(c) + p

Z

[
EZ

X (c) − E0
X(c)

] + �E
p

X(c). (C6)

�E
p

X(c) represents the nonlinear part of E
p

X(c) as a func-
tion of p. �E

p

X(c) is written as a polynomial function:

�E
p

X(c) = �Xpm(Z − p), (C7)

where �X represents the curvature.
When �E

p

X(c) = 0, i.e., when the site energies vary lin-
early with p, the energy of the system is a polynomial function
of order 2 in c:

H (c)/Nat = c2
[
EZ

A (c) − E0
A(c) − EZ

B (c) + E0
B (c)

]
+ c

[−2E0
B (c) + EZ

B (c) − E0
A(c)

] + E0
B (c).

(C8)

The identification term to describe the polynomial co-
efficients with those of 〈Hpairs〉 leads to the follow-
ing definitions: HIsing(c)/Nat = cZα(c) − c(1 − c)ZV1(c) +
ZVBB/2 with Zα(c) = EZ

A (c) − E0
B (c), the alloy pair in-

teractions restricted to the nearest-neighbor shell ZV1(c) =
[EZ

A (c) − E0
A(c)] − [EZ

B (c) − E0
B (c)] and ZVBB/2 = E0

B (c)
[5].
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In the present case, �E
p

X(c) is a polynomial function of
order 2 in p (m = 1). The energy is then the sum of a linear
term [Eq. (13a)] and a complementary term �H (c):

�H (c) = Z(Z − 1)c(1 − c)[c �A(c) + (1 − c)�B (c)],
(C9)

which is a polynomial function of order 3 in c. The Ising
model is no longer sufficient but it is necessary (and sufficient)
to take into account the triplets. More generally, when E

p

X(c)
is a polynomial of order n in p, it is necessary and sufficient to
take into account the interactions of the pairs, triplets, etc., up
to the (n + 1)-plets to describe the energy of a random solid
solution.

APPENDIX D: �Hperm
RSS (c) DRIVING FORCES

We detail in this Appendix the different contributions of
the permutation enthalpy of a RSS. The permutation enthalpy
is obtained by derivation of the Hamiltonian [Eq. (13)] or of
the mixing enthalpy:

�H
perm
RSS = ∂�H

mixing
RSS (c)

∂c
+ [

EZ
A (1) − E0

B (0)
]
, (D1)

where the term EZ
A (1) − E0

B (0) is the difference between the
cohesive energy of the two pure metals; we call it the cohesion
effect �H

perm
Coh (c).

Therefore we have �H perm = ∂�H
mixing
Chem (c)
∂c

+ ∂�H
mixing
Size (c)
∂c

+
�H

perm
Coh (c), with �H

perm
Chem(c) = ∂�H

mixing
Chem (c)
∂c

|a and �H
perm
Size (c)

= ∂�H
mixing
Chem (c)
∂c

|b + ∂�H
mixing
Size (c)
∂c

where ∂X
∂c

|a means that we derive
only the combinatorial terms of the variable X whereas for
∂X
∂c

|b we derive only the site energies. This allows one to define
the three effects

�H
perm
Coh = EZ

A (1) − E0
B (0), (D2)

�H
perm
Chem(c) = �H

perm
Ising (c) + �H

perm
triplets(c), (D3)

with

�H
perm
Ising (c) = −Z(1 − 2c)V1(c), (D3a)

�H
perm
triplets(c) = Z(Z − 1){(1 − 2c)[c �A(c) + (1 − c)�B (c)]

+ c(1 − c)[�A(c) − �B (c)]}, (D3b)

and

�H
perm
Size (c) = (

EZ
A (c) − EZ

A (1)
) − (

E0
B (c) − E0

B (0)
) + c

(
∂EZ

A (c)

∂c

)

+ (1 − c)

(
∂E0

B (c)

∂c

)
− c(1 − c)

((
∂EZ

A (c)

∂c
− ∂E0

A(c)

∂c

)

−
(

∂EZ
B (c)

∂c
− ∂E0

B (c)

∂c

))
+ Z(Z − 1)c(1 − c)

(
c
∂�A(c)

∂c
+ (1 − c)

∂�B (c)

∂c

)
. (D4)
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